Workshop Handout

Achieving good medical practice:
guidance for medical students
1. Facebook Activity
If you have found an unprofessional post, write down the date and why it is unprofessional
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2. How to find the guidance?
Download it through the following URL:
http://www.gmc-uk.org/education/undergraduate
/achieving_good_medical_practice.asp
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3. Extra Guide: Social media dos and don’ts
Taken from pages 36 & 37

Do:


Check your privacy settings so you know who can see what on the platforms
you use. But remember that social media sites cannot guarantee
confidentiality whatever privacy settings you use



Remember that the apps you use may link to your social media profile and
that information from that site may be seen by users of the app



Maintain boundaries by not engaging with patients or others about a
patient’s care through your personal social media profiles or platforms.
Instead, if appropriate, use a separate professional platform or profile to
respond



Remember that once information is published on social media sites you may
not be able to control how it is used by others and it can be difficult to
remove it from the internet or the site it was originally posted on



Use social media to express your views, but don’t behave in a derogatory
manner to other users and don’t post discriminatory content



Think carefully about how others, particularly patients both present and
future, might perceive your content.

Don’t:


Share information about patients or post information that could identify a
patient, misrepresent your skills or level of training to others



Post complaints about your placement providers, medical school, teachers or
trainers.
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